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• Labor retention and recruitment (ghosting) – Schacht Spindle 
• Slow processes compared to revenue growth and demand – CMI 
• “Shiny new” processes that cost money  interfere with processes that work – CMI 
• Future workforce. We need tech positions, IT positions, maintenance, – Lexmark 
• Finding employees, supply chain, keeping up with demand – BI 
• Finding parts and supplies – Medtronic 
• Availability to find talent and training said talent – Excelitas Technologies 
• Employee retention and supply chain, poaching employers – Excelitas Technologies 
• Employee retention, finding talent with appropriate skill sets – PTA 
• Aging workforce, how do we transition new talent onto the floor – PTA
• We need quality labor, in it for the “long haul” – PTA 
• Gig economy is hurting – PTA 
• Dealing with remote or hybrid work expectations – PTA 
• Commuting workforce and there is limited transportation – Fresca Foods 
• City of Boulder policy, cascading accounts receivable from clientele – Fresca Foods 
• Finding workers with “strong work ethic” or “staying power” – Excelitas Technologies 
• Cost of living (affordable housing) and transportation is an issue – Excelitas Technologies 
• Support systems for workers (family) tend to be outside work area – Fresca Foods 
• Tele-acquisition is hard to implement with specialized trades – Pilatus 
• Specialized trades leads to larger wages due to supply of skilled labor – Pilatus
• Trucking costs, affordable housing, cost of available manufacturing space – BookCliff Vineyards 
• Ballot initiatives affecting alcohol sales/manufacturing – BookCliff Vineyard 
• “How do I scale up?”, “Who can help with that?”, Zoning – BookCliff Vineyard 
• Talent acquisition, changing expectations of talent, scheduling, relocation – Swisslog Health 
• Staying power, “How do we not lose them after 4-wks of training.” – Medtronic 
• Raw materials and cost of living – Medtronic 
• The perception of “manufacturing”, its highly technical – Medtronic 
• Drug screenings with contract work involved, Ghosting – BI 
• Struggle to not overwhelm new talent with growing demand – BI 
• We need parts. – BI
• Supply chain and manufacturing space, warehousing/inventory – McKesson 
• Scalability and training new talent, “tribal knowledge”, softer features – CMI 
• Language barriers – Schacht Spindle 
• International supply issues – Schacht Spindle 
• Cloaked or variable cost of materials at purchase points – PTA

HIGHLIGHTS RAW FEEDBACK

What challenges are preventing your 
organization’s success?

Manufacturers were asked to identify the challenges preventing their success. All responses were collected 
and reviewed within the group.*

Boulder/Broomfield County Partners:

On November 30, the Boulder Chamber convened  the region’s first 
sector partnership dedicated to manufacturers located in the Boulder/
Broomfield area.

Roughly 40 manufacturers and public partners attended the event -- 
hosted by BI Incorporated -- to share ideas and discuss the challenges 
facing the sector.

Paul Harter, co-founder of the NoCo Manufacturing Sector Partnership, 
addressed attendees at the start of the meeting, while John Tayer, the 
President and CEO of the Boulder Chamber, facilitated discussions.

The following report outlines the feedback shared by local manufacturers 
and the partnership’s plan moving forward.

For more information about this sector partnership, please contact the 
convening team at the BOULDER CHAMBER.

Matthew Wiggins
matt.wiggins@boulderchamber.com
Director of Workforce Development

Gary Boley
gary.boley@boulderchamber.com
Economic Development Vitality Specialist

Attendees
Aerotek

Altitude Consulting LLC

ASCM of Northern Colorado

BI Incorporated

Book Cliff Vineyards

Boulder Chamber

Broomfield Workforce Center 

Camp Creek Holdings

City of Boulder

Custom Microwave

Excelitas Technologies

First Bank

Foothills Equity

Fresca Foods

Front Range Community College

Lexmark

McKesson

Medtronic

Pilatus Business Aircraft

PTA Plastics

Schacht Spindle

Swisslog Healthcare

Thrive Colorado

Tolin Mechanical

Town of Erie

Workforce Boulder County

*Feedback transcribed by Boulder Chamber staff.
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NEXT GEN MODEL
What is a Sector Partnership?  

Sector partnerships are partnerships of business leaders, from the same 
industry and in a shared labor market region, who work with education, 
workforce development, economic development, and community 
organizations to address the workforce and other competitiveness needs 
of their industry. 

What is the Next Generation Model?  

The Next Gen Sector Partnership Community of Practice is an initiative of 
the Institute for Networked Communities (INC). INC’s mission is to build 
stronger, more inclusive economies by activating public-private networks 
around a shared commitment to place.

 What does the format look like? 

During a Next Generation Sector Partnership Meeting... 

• Manufacturers sit together and engage in facilitated dialogue  
• Public partners sit apart from industry leaders and listen

Industry-Driven.
Business leaders come together to define a shared agenda based on 
the priorities that most impact the vitality and competitiveness of their 
industry—not the agenda of public programs. In a Next Gen Partnership, 
business leaders also drive the action. They personally champion 
priorities, volunteering on task teams to push for outcomes and results. 

Community-Supported.
Next Gen Sector Partnerships rely on a coordinated team of support 
partners including workforce development, economic development 
and education who work together to respond to industry needs. The 
partnership acts as a “shared table” for business leaders to collaborate 
with a range of public partners and for public partners to work together to 
align programs to industry needs. 

Sustainable over time.
Since Next Gen Sector Partnerships are organized around the topic 
that interests business leaders most--what it takes to ensure that their 
company thrives--they are sustainable over time.
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ACTION TEAMSSTRATEGIC PRIORITIES

The partnership identified four strategic priorities. These priorities will be the focal point of initial work 
between industry and public partners, via action teams.

WORKFORCE SUPPLY CHAIN

OPERATIONS COMMUNITY POLICY

Career Exploration
Work-based Learning & Skill Building

Upskilling & Training
Employee Retention

Raw Materials
B2B

Freight Costs
Inventory Management

Building Employee Culture
Streamlining Efficient Processes

Remote/Hybrid Work
Codifying Tribal Knowledge

Commercial Real Estate
Transportation

Affordable Housing
Zoning & Permitting

Toward the end of the meeting, industry leaders were asked to select 
one or two strategic priorities they were most passionate about. These 
leaders will help to form ACTION TEAMS.

What should I know about Action Teams?

• ACTION TEAMS meet in-between formal sector partnership   
 meetings via conference call or small, informal gatherings. 

• They can be made up of industry and public partners 

• Involve public partners as needed 

• The goal of an ACTION TEAM is to identify measurable goals,   
 document success and  find “early wins” 

• ACTION TEAMS assist the conveners in sharing goals, plans, and   
 successes with the partnership during larger convenings 

• Be sure to contact the convening team if you haven’t joined an   
 ACTION TEAM
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Join A Sector Partnership!


